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abstract

We analyze approximately a discrete-time queue which represents an A'I'M multiplexer. The queue
receives input from N heterogeneous arrival processes, each modelled by an Interrupted Bernoulli
Process. The Markov chain associated with these N arrival processes is first aggregated to a small

matrix A. This matrix characterizes approximately the superposition process. Subsequently, the
queue is analyzed numerically assuming a single arrival process described hy matrix A.. Comparisons

with simulation data showed that the approximation algorithm has a good accuracy.
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Abstract

\Ve analyze approximately a discrete-time queue which represents an ATl\1 multiplexer. The queue

receives input from N heterogeneous arrival processes, each modelled by an Interrupted Bernoulli
Process. The Markov chain associated with these N arrival processes is first aggregated to a small

matrix ....1.• This matrix characterizes approximately the superposition process. Subsequently, the
queue is analyzed numerically assuming a single arrival process described by matrix A. Comparisons
wit h simulation data showed that the approximation algorithm has a good accuracy. .



1 Introduction

AT1I is currently the dorminant technology for broadband ISDN. It can efficiently switch different

types of traffic such as voice, data, and video. An ATM multiplexer receives cells{fixed size packets
of 53 bytes long) from a number of different incoming lines and then transmits them out onto a single
outgoing line. Due to the multiple arrivals of cells, a finite buffer is provided in the multiplexer.
Cells are lost when they arrive to find the buffer full. The cell loss probability and cell delay are
the two major performance measure of a multiplexer.

An ATM multiplexer is typically modelled by a deterministic single server queue with N
arrival streams. The queue has a finite capacity and each arrival stream is assumed to be a burst v

process. The deterministic service time is equal to one slot of the outgoing line, which is assumed
to be long enough so that a cell can be transmitted out. Each arrival process is also slotted, and
typically, one slot is equal to a slot of the outgoing line.

The analysis of such a queueing system is quite complex due to the large number of arrival
processes. One way of analyzing approximately this queue is to first obtain the superposit.ion of all
the arrival processes, and then analyze the queue with a single arrival process. This approach. re

duces the dimensionality of the problem. However, it requires the construction of the superposition

process which is a fairly complex problem in itself. One approach for obtaining the superposi
tion process focuses on approximating it by a renewal process, see Albin [1], Whitt [18], Sriam

and Whitt [15], and also Perros and Onvural [12]. Heffes and Lucantoni [7J proposed a method
for superposing approximately voice sources using a Markov Modulated Poisson Process(lVI1IPP).
An alternative method for constructing an :NIMPP approximation to the superposition of identical
bursty sources was proposed by Baiocchi et al [3]. Finally, Heffes [6] obtained an ivI1IPP approxi

mation to the superposition of different rvIMPP arrival processes using a set of simple expressions.

An alternative way to the analysis of the AT1r multiplexer queue involves the so-called
fluid-flow approximation. In this case, a bursty process in the acti ve state is viewed as a uniform

flow of bits into the queue, and cell departures are modelled as a uniform flow out of the queue. This
method has been confined to the case of identical bursty sources, see Anick , Mitra, and Sandhi [2],
Maglaris et al [9], Norros et al [l l], and Tucker [17]. Finally, Nagarajan, Kurose , and Towslev [10]
compared three different approximation techniques for superposing voice sources.

ATM multiplexers have also been analyzed assuming continuous-bit-rate arrival streams.

see Sengupta [14], Roberts and Virtamo [131. Typically, all the arrival streams have a deterministic

inter-arrival time. Finally, other studies of A'I'M multiplexers have been reported in Daigle and

Langford [5], Chang, Chao, and Pinedo [4], Ide [8J, and Stavrakakis [16].

Most of the methodologies reported in the li terature for the analysis of a discrete- t ime .~Tl\I

multiplexer have been obtained assuming identical arrival processes. However, this assumption is

unrealistic as in a real ATl'vI network it is highly unlikely that all patterns of arriving cells will
be identical. In this paper, we analyze approximately a discret e-t ime qlleUf? representing an c\rT~r

multiplexer assuming different bursty arrival sources. Each source is modelled by an lnt errrupt ed
Bernoulli Process(IBP). The arialvsis ran he extended to the rase \vhpre each arrival sourr e i~

modelled by a Markov ~[odulatedBernoulli Proress] \[~[BP). \Ve note that the algorithm present ed



Figure 1: The queueing system under study

in this paper is similar in spirit to the one used in the analysis of a continuous- time queueing model
in Yamashita, Perros, and Hong [19]. In the following section, we describe the queueing model
analyzed in this paper, and in section 3, we give the approximation algorithm, and derive the
cell loss probability and the cell delay distribution. In section 4, we validate the approximation
algorithm by comparing it against simulation data. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.

2 Model Description

We model an ATM multiplexer by a discrete-time queueing system consisting of a FIFO single
server queue with N different input arrival processes as shown in figure 1. The server is assumed
to be slotted, and the service time is constant equal to 1 slot. Service begins and ends at slot
boundaries. For presentation purposes, we shall refer to these slots as service slots. Each arrival
stream is also slotted with a slot equal to a service slot. The slot boundaries of the arrival streams
are in between the service slot boundaries. If a cell arrives when the system is empty, the cell '.vait5

until the beginning of the next service slot, and then begins its service. The cell departs one service
slot later.

The capacity of the queue (including the cell in service) is fini te and it is equal to _\[.
During each service slot, up to N cells may arrive. Let us assume that during service slot L c cells
arrive. All c cells are admitted to the queue if there are at least c spaces free. If there are onlv c'
free spaces, where c' < c, then c' cells are admitted and the remaining c - c' cells are lost. Each
arrival process is modelled by an Interrupted Bernoulli Process(IB P) ....\n IBP process may find
itself either in the busy state or in the idle state...-\.rrivals occur in a Bernoulli fashion »n lv w hen
the process is in the busy state. No arrivals occur if the process is in the idle -r at e. Let us assume
that at the end of slot i the process is in the idle (or busy) state. Then. in rhe next ~tnr i ~ L it
will remain in the idle (or busy) state w it h probability q (or p), or it will r ha ruze to bus'; (or idle)
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Figure 2: Transition between busy and idle states

with probability 1 - q (or 1 - p). The transitions between the busy and idle states are shown in
figure 2. If during a slot the process is in the busy state, then with probability a a cell will arrive
during the slot, and with probability 1 - a no arrival will occur. In this paper, a = 1. 'That is, at

every busy slot there is an arrival.

Let i be the interarrival time of a-cell. Then, it can be shown that the mean interrival time
E[f] and the squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival time C 2 are as follows:

and

E[~ =
2-p-q
0:(1 - q)

~/"ar( l)
E[~2

1 + 0((1 - p)(p+ ;) - 1).
(2 - p - q)

The link utilization p, i.e., the probability that any slot contains a cell is as follows:

0(1 - q)
p= .

2 - p - q-

Assuming that 0: = 1, we have

and

p = 1 - q

2-p-q'

(p+ q)(l - p)
(2_(p+q))2'

(1)

(2)

3 The Approximation Algorithm

The state of our model is cornplet elv described immediately after thp hp~innjn~ of each ser vice slot

b . t h . t ( · ) - ( .' u' . n)' ',vher e 71' is the 5 tat e 0 f t he i th IBP rl rr j val pro(" esS. 1L'i = l) 0 r 1..! e~ecorw,n-wl,"";.v, ~ t

'J
.J



and n is the number of cells in the queue, n = 0,1, 2, ... , AI, and A,! is the buffer size of a multiplexer.

If Wi = 0, then the IBP arrival process is in the idle state, and if ui; = 1., then the process is in the
busy state. Based on this state description, we can compute the transition probabilit v Pij from

state i to state j, and subsequently the matrix of transition probabilities P = [Pi.jJ. Finally, solving
the steady state equation JIF = 1!:. where 1!:. is the steady state vector, we can obtain the exact

probabilities of all states numerically.

The total number of states of this Markov chain is 2N (A/ + 1). Thus. the above numerical
approach may work well if N is very small. We note that in the special case where all the input

arrival sources are identical, the state of the system is completely describer! by the vector (1', n),
where v = 0,1,2, ... , IV, is the number of input sources that are ill the busv state, anti ri is (he

number of cells in the queue. In this case, it is possible to analyze numerically cases where N is

large seeing that the total number of states is (AI + l)(N + 1). For instance, when N = 100 and
AI = 32, the total number of states is 3333..

In this paper, we analyze the Markov chain associated with the random variables ( tV 1 , ... ~ LVn ;

n) using decomposition. We first consider in isolation the transition matrix of the N heterogeneous

arrival processes. The states of this matrix are described by the vector W = (W1, ... , WN), where
ui; == 1,2 and i = 1,2, ... , lv. This transition matrix may be very large, seeing that it consists
of 2N states. We aggregate this transition matrix to a considerably smaller transition matrix A
involving N +1 states. Each state is describled by random variable k which represents the number
of the heterogeneous arrival processes which are in the busy state, k = 0,1, ... , N: Finally, the
queue-length distribution of the number of cells in the queue is obtained hy solving numerically

the reduced Markov Chain (k,n). In this way w~ significantly reduce the state space of the origi
nal Markov Chain, while at the same time through the aggregate random variable k we maintain
enough information regarding the state of the N arrival processes.

3.1 Aggregation of the N Arrival' Processes

Let us consider the N heterogeneous arrival processes in isolation. The st at e of this svst ern is

described by the random variables W == (WI, W:h ... , WIV). Let r(w -:. li") he the transition prcbability

from state w to state w'. Define Si to be the set of all states W in wh ir h there are exact l ': ; arrival
processes in the busy state. Using this definition we can lump the st at e space into JoV 7 1 sets of

states Si, i = 0,1,2, ... , N. The transition matrix with the lumped states is shown in figure 3.

Let Rij be the transition probability from lump i to lump j. Then. we h ave

n., = L Pr[wISd[ L r(w--~w')]~
YL~Sl w'C:s)

where

Pr[1L,1 S', I = PT'[lL'l
_I t. prs.]

'. t

anrt

Frs'tl = )~ rf1l.·'1.
---.J -

2.£" Sl
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(1 1 1)
(0JO, ... ,0)

.-
J , ... ,

ROO ROt RON
-...

(1,0, ... ,0)
(0,1 .... ,0)

R 10 R 11 ... R1N

(O/Or··J l)

(1,1, ...,1) RNo RNI ... RNN
- -

k=l

k=N

k=O

Figure 3: The transition matrix with the lumped states

Seeing that the N arrival processes are independent from each other, we have that Pr[w] = Pr[wl]·
Pr(w2] . · ·Pr[wN], where

1 - p.
Pr(wi = 0] = t

2 - (Pi + qi)'
1 - q"

Pr(wi = 1] = 1.

2 - (Pi + qi)

Thus, we have

where for a given state w, W 1 and W 2 are the sets of the arrival processes which are in the idle

state and the busy state respecti vely.

The generation of the aggregate transition matrix is the most time consuming operation in
the analysis of the ATM multiplexer. This is because we first have to generate the transition matrix
associated with the N arrival processes and subsequently calculate the r r an s ir ion probabilities R,)'

i.j = O,1,2, ... ,lV.

The computational effort for the generation of the a~gregate mat r ix A. (all be sianific ant lv

reduced by observing that the parameters p and q of a bursty IBP proc p
'" iUP ver v likely to lw closf'

,J
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N
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RN-1 11'-.3 RN- 1 11'-2 Rlt-1 N-l R-UO_l :N'• J J U' I

RN,N-2 RN,N'- l RNN'

Figure 4: Aggregate transition matrix A

to 1. For instance, in the case of voice, the squared coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival time
C 2 is 18.1(see Heffes and Lucantoni [7]). Assuming a link utilization of 0.1, and using equation(l)
and (2), we find that p = 0.922 and q = 0..991. The higher the value of C 2 , the closer to 1 p and q
get. It is highly unlikely, therefore, that a bursty source will change its current state at the next

slot, seeing that 1 - p ~ 0 and 1 - q ~ o. Based on this argument, we neglect all the transitions
where more than two arrival processes change their states in the next slot. This results in great
savings when it comes to generate the transition matrix of the N arrival processes. As it will be

seen in the validation section, neglecting these transtions does not affect the accuracy of the results.
The structure of the non-zero elements of the resulting aggregate matrix .-t. ia shown in figure -l.

3.2 The Queue-Length Distribution

The queueing system under study can now be represented approxirnat elv b v the state (~.~ n). The
system is observed immediately after service ends. If it is found in state (A~. n), then during the
subsequent slot k arrivals will occur and at the end of the slot one cell will depart (given that
n > 0). The transition probabilities P(k,n)(k',n/) between two states are ob t aine d using the transition

probabilities Rij of the aggregate matrix .-t. we have

P(l~,n )( k I I n I ) = P r l(k• n) -- (k', m a x (0, n - l) . A~) 1

= R1<-k l

6



· We can ~ow solve numerically the system of linear equations g F = !I where P = [p(k,n)(kl,71I)J,

l~ or~er ~o obtain the steady state probabilities 1r(k, n), which subsequently gives the probability
distribution of the number of cells in the queue 71"'(n), n=O, ... ,1.J. In OUf exp er irnent s reported in the
validation section, we used the successive overrelaxation method to obtain 7r(A\ n).

3.3 The Cell Loss Probability

Once we have obtained the stationary vector 1t"(k, n), we can easily cornpu te the cell loss probability
by dividing the expected number of lost cells by the expected number of arr i vi ng cells. \,\Te have

_ E (k +n - 1 - lVI)7r(k, n)
Pla" - N M '

Ek=l k En=l 1r(k, n)

where the summation in the numerator runs for all (k, n) such that k -t n - 1 > AI.

3.4 The Cell Delay Distribution

The probability distribution of the number of the time slots that a cell waits in the queue before
transmission can be also computed. If we exclude the transmission time, every cell waits for a
minimum of 0 slots and a maximum of M - 1 slots.

Let C; denote the expected number of cells which wait exactly r slots and C E denote the
expected number of cells that entered the queue. If the current state at slot i is (k, n), then k cells

would arrive in the next slot i + 1. The number of cells in slot i + 1 is equal to the sum of the
remaining cells and the new arriving cells, i.e., (n - 1) + k. If this sum is less than the huffer size
M: then all k cells can enter the queue. However, if it is greater than j'[, onlv the cells which the

buffer can accomodate, i.e., A1 - (n - 1), can enter the queue, and the ot hr-rs are lost. Thus, CE
is expressed as

J[ l.V

CE = L L kif(k, n)
n=Ok=l

where k == miniku M - (n - 1)).

Now, let us consider Cr' If the queue is empty or it contains nne cell and the number of
arriving cells at the next slot is more than r (k ,> r }, then exactly nne fpIl a mons; the arriving cells

will wait for r slots in the queue before transmission. Likewise, if thcre are alreadv t wo cells in

the queue, one cell among arriving cells at the next slot will wait for r slots o n lv when more than
r - 1 cells arrive. If there are already r + t cells in the queue, one cell amo nu t h» arr i v inz cells will
always wait for r slots regardless of the number of arriving rells A~. ThIIS. (0,. r a n hr oht ainsed as

follows:

(,'1' =
,. 4.-1 ~V

)-- ,--- ;r ( ~~, n)
4.-...J ~

n:-::f) k-=r :'-l-r1.

7



\vhere ii = max(O, n - 1). The probability P(r) that a cell waits exactly r slots before transmission

can now be obtained by dividing C, by CEo (Note that in this calculation we do not include the

offset of the arri val boundary to the next service boundary.)

4 Validation

The approximation algorithm was validated by comparing it against simulation data for eight soures
(LV = 8) and sixteen sources (lV = 16). In figures 5 and 7 we give the approximate and simulation

results for the queue-length distribution 1r( n) and the cell delay distribution P( r) respectively for
the case of N = 8. (Note that the confidence intervals for the simulation results were not plotted

because they were too small.) The absolute errors (simulation - approximation) are gi ven in

figures 6 and 8. The results were obtained assuming a buffer capacity /\11 equal to 24. The 8

arrival processes were set as follows: Pi = 0.12, i=1,2, ... ,8, and C? = Cj = 50, Cj = C'l = 100.

C~ = Cg = 200, Cf = C~ = 500. The parameters p and q of each arrival process were then
obtained from expressions (1) and (2). We observe that there is a good agreement between the

approximation and simulation results. We note that the queue-length distribution in figure 5 is
bi-modal. The two peaks correspond to the case where the queue is empty and the case where the

queue is full. This pattern is due to the fact that the overall arrival process to the queue is highly

bursty.

In figure 9 and 11 we give the approximate and simulation results for the queue-length

distribution 11'"( n) and the cell delay distribution P(r) respectively for the case of J.V = 16. The
absolute errors are given in figures 10 and 12. The results were obtained assuming a buffer capacity

of 32. The arrival processes were set as follows: Pi = 0.03125, i==1,2, ... ,16, and Cf = Ci == Cj =
C 2 - 50 C 2 - C 2 - C2 - C2 - 100 C 2 - C 2 - C2 - C2 - 200 C2 - C2 - C 2 - C'2 - :;004 -, , 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - , 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 - , 13 - 14 - 15 - 16 -.J •

As in the case of N = 8, we observe that ·there is a good agreement between the approximate and

simulation data. In general, it has been observed that the algorithm has a good accuracy. The
algorithm's accuracy seems to be affected by the variability in the C 2 values of the arrival processes.

(The squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival time C 2 is used in this paper as a measure of
hurstiness of an arrival process). For example, the accuracy of the approximate results in figures 5

and 7 will not he as good if the C 2 values of the arrival processes range from 1 to 500. ra t her r han
from 50 to 500. Depending on the number of arrival processes, the construction of the aggregate

matrix may be CPU intensive. This is because it requires the generation of the Markov chain of
the N arrival processes, which may involve a large number of states. CPlJ cornplexitv prob lerns

were encountered when N > 20. The case of N = 8 can run efficiently on any small wor kst at ion.
The rase of LV = 16 required a mainframe system.

The effect of the buffer capacity 11[ on the cell loss probahilitv and mean cell dela v is shown

in figures l:l and 14 for an ATrvI multiplexer with 8 arrival processes. Plots are given fnr various

values of the t.ot al link utilization A where A = ~;=1 Pi. The arrival so ur ces have hp~n set RS follows:
.-1"-12 S IG'2-('2-"'oC2 - r 2 - 100 C 2 C 2 '1 C 2 /''1 - rp ~ - ~ /\, 1- , , .. '~ ,an( J 1 - - 2 - .) ~ '3 - -'''' - ~'5 = f1 = '-t)0 ~ T = C ~ = oj 00. \ \.-") I I () t p

t' hat as J[ increases, the cell Ioss pro bab ili t v decreases and the mean cell del a v in cr eases.

The a ppro x imat ion a1go r i t h m d p s('rib p din t his pap P r r a n bendapt edt, I) a Jl a1v 1.(.l a C f) II tin 11 () 11~ 

time version of the L\'I\I mull ip lr xer , where each ar r ival process is represented h v (l difff'rf'nt l nr er



rupted Poisson Process(IPP), and the server provides an exponentially distributed service. In this

case, the construction of the aggregate matrix ....1. is not as time-consuming as in the discrete-time

case. Such a queueing system with heterogeneous arrival processes can be also analyzed using the

result s bv Heffes [6J. In particular, Heffes constructs an fvllVIPP approximation to the superposition

of any number of different ~L\IPP sources using a set of ver v simple expressions.

In order to compare our method against Heffes' met hod, we considered an ATrvI multiplexer

in continuous-time as described above w it h 8 arrival processes and a buffer capacity of l6. Each

arrival process had an average arrival rate of 0.5, and a peak arrival rate of 1. The squared

coefficient of variation of the interarrival time of the arrival processes was set as follows: (:-'r = 200.

Ci = 100, (:5 = 80, C~l = 50, Cl = --10, C-:J = 20, C? = 10, CJ = 2. The total offered average

traffic was \~=1 .\i = -l. The service rate I-l was obtained from the ratio v = ~~=l ).,i/ u . which in
our experiments was varied from 0.1 to 0.96.

Using Heffes' approximation, we obtained an rvrL"IPP approximation to the superposition of

the 8 arrival processes. Subsequently, we analyzed the multiplexer numerically as an rvIT\IPP j-rvlj 1

finite capacity queue. The results for the grade-of-service( GOS), expressed as lOO(1- Pr{ cell loss }),
and the mean queue-length as a function of u are given in figures 15 and 16 respectively. In the

same figures. we give results obtained using the approximation method described in this paper.

but adapted for the continuous-time case, and we also give simulation results. vVe note that our

approximation algorithm gives better estimates for GOS as v increases. This is probably due to the

fact that the aggregate matrix ..4 contains more information regarding the superposition process

than Heffes' ~I~IPP. However, our approximation method is computationally more intensive.

5 Conclusion

\Ve presented an approximation algorithm for the analysis of a discrete-time queue represen t inz an

AT:\I multiplexer. The queue receives input from lV different arrival proresses , each modelled bv an
Interrupted Bernoulli Process(IBP). The \Iarkov chain associated with these lV arrival processes is

f r staggreg ated t 0 a 5illall mat r ix ..4. ~ v:hi r h r haract er izesap pr ()ximat e1v the su Pr r pn sitin n p r f) res" .
Sllbse~llentlv, the queue w as analyzed numerically assuming a single arr ival s t r earn dE'~rrlbr'd h v

matrix .L Cornpar i sions wit h simulation data showed that the ap p roxirnat ion aluor it hrn h.:ts a ~/_'(lrl

acruracv. The algorithm's accuracy is affected by the range of (,12 values of the arri val processes.

('Pt'" complexity problems were encountered in t he calculation of the ~ggregate matrix .1. w he n

t he number of arri val processes was greater t han ~O.
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